Filled with exquisite full-color photography and detailed floor plans, 150 Best Interior Design Ideas aims to provide home-owners and designers with an inspirational collection of some of the most beautiful interior designs from around the world. Each of the 150 interiors featured in the book offers an inside look into the various aspects of interior design, from decorating ideas to inspirational tips. These interiors illustrate how to employ simple techniques to design a beautiful home that not only fits your needs and lifestyle but also results in a greatly efficient and aesthetic design.

Inside, you'll discover unique interior designs that draw on various influences, from a Back Bay townhouse to a Paris apartment, from a La Jolla beach cottage to Auburn villas. Whether you're looking to redo a room or redecorate your entire house, this in-depth visual resource offers an extensive showcase of interiors crafted by renowned designers and provides a wealth of ideas on how to design your best home.

Discover great authors, exclusive offers, and more at hc.com.
This four-story town house maintains its original elegant detailing and is complemented by customized items, including doors, windows, shelves, sinks, and a staircase, as well as various pieces of cabinetry for the kitchen, living room, and bathrooms. Exquisite materials and finishes—rustic timber floors, polished concrete, and tadelakt surfaces—serve as backdrop to a fantastic collection of vintage furniture, light fixtures, and artwork. The design stands out for its clean lines, color palette of muted colors, and rich materials, which combined achieve a sophisticated and refined aesthetic.
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The owners of the town house purchased the top two floors first. Then came the two lower floors a few years later. The refurbishing of the building resulted in the creation of a three-story home with a ground floor extension, while the basement was turned into a separate two-bedroom unit.

The entertainment center is fully integrated into the space, with a large flat screen mounted into a niche. A long, low wood cabinet acts as a shelf for the niche, anchoring it to the dark floor.
Original architectural features, such as fireplaces and brick walls, offer a sense of history. Light fixtures and mirrors add dimension and a sense of opulence.

The kitchen is an area of high contrast; the clean lines and smooth surfaces of the wall unit and island are a counterpoint to the roughness of the brick wall opposite. Two crystal chandeliers hang above a long table. When lit, they pick up the warm tones of the brick.
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Kitchen plan

1. Larder
2. Tefcold TFWY60-2 dual-compartment wine cooler
3. Tea point
4. Liebherr, PremiumPlus BioFresh NoFrost fridge/freezer, ECBN 5066
5. Service void to the rear
6. Utensils drawer
7. Two-side-corner-access storage
8. 60 cm Bosch ActiveWater SMV535GB dishwasher
9. Pullout storage
10. Recycling bin
11. General waste bin
12. Water dispenser hot tank including Dornbracht 1289097090 filter

1. Hinged doors
2. Sliding doors

Full-height storage unit elevation (sliding pivot doors open)

Full-height storage unit elevation (sliding pivot doors closed)
1. Decorative concrete works
2. Tank strips
3. Shelf
4. Extractor (in elevation)
5. 500 x 405 mm Dornbracht 38030000 undermounted sink water unit
6. Pullout storage
7. Dornbracht 91955790 water dispenser hot tank including filter
8. 1200 mm pullout storage
9. 210 mm x 405 mm Dornbracht 38010000 undermounted strainer water unit
10. Dornbracht 1289097090 water dispenser hot tank including filter
11. Pullout bin storage above
12. General waste bin
13. Recycling bin
14. 300 mm x 405 mm Dornbracht 38030000 undermounted sink water unit
15. Waste Master Evolution Excel garbage disposal
16. 115 cm Barazza LAB UP8131 built-in cooktop
17. Additional pullout storage
18. Cutlery drawer
19. Pullout shelf
20. Utensil drawer

Taps key Dornbracht:
A: 19514970 hot and cold water dispenser
B: 32800680 two-hole mixer with individual rosettes, (See taps key)
C: 17851680 hot and cold water dispenser
D: E 38001000 two-hole mixer with individual rossettes,
F: 27714970 rinsing spray set

1. Cooktop cutout
2. Sink cutout
3. Strainer cutout
4. Concrete lip to allow for draining plans to be inset flush with worktop
5. Tap holes shown indicatively

Concrete island worktop isometric
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Concrete island worktop isometric
Dark, muted colors can really set a sophisticated tone in home décor. They make a space look cozy yet elegant. They also add depth, especially when they serve as backdrops to lighter-color items. Shiny objects in particular sparkle with the right lighting.

While the new design maintains the original architectural features of the building, new elements are conceived so as not to compete for attention. Nonetheless, these new elements, like the staircase, don’t lack in eye-catching detail.

1. Three timber posts
2. Two square-edge, wall-mounted bronze handrails
3. Three flush doors with concealed hinges under staircase
4. Concealed stringer under staircase
5. Mitered oak, flush door detail
6. Structural ply backing to doors

20 mm timber cladding/housing
25 mm structural plywood
10 mm x 50 mm bronze square-edge handrail
Even spaces like dressing or powder rooms can make design statements. Turn them into rooms where you would like to spend time. Use your favorite colors, and fill these spaces with some of your most cherished items.